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Abstract 
With the evolving of internet in Malaysia and the arising of information through 
internet many things can be done via it. Women in Malaysia are among the 
independent women in the world. With the knowledge they have they can interpret 
what they want. 
The women community portal is about the place where the Malaysian women 
can visit and register and al 'O share their opini ns together in the forum. The women 
can get new informati n from the portal 
This portal 'to be' will be d vclop .d by u ing Mucrorncdia Drcarnwcaver MX 
2004 with the PHP as the Ian iua ic and M L us the databas · 
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Chapter 1 
1.1 Introduction 
Chapter 1 of this thesis project report will identify the problem need to be solved, 
objectives of the project, its scope and expectations. This chapter allows us to know 
exactly what we want to archive through this project. As it is important to understand 
the real problem before we try to solve it, this chapter served as the foundation in the 
development for this the is project 
1.2 Project Overview 
With the advent of Malaysia very own MS (Multimedia uper rridor , the era of 
Informati n Technol gy is said to be determining factor in our e cryday lives and the 
progress of the society as u wh le. Nowadays, the World Wide Web (WWW) has so 
much of informati n available in th' internet. Th' fast rising u se of c inputer in 
van u application· ho, also affect ·d the women s cict Women today ar • 
independent women. They now arc u ·tiv ·ly in many s ·ctor · f jobs includes in 
corporation s ctors. The projc ·t ls d · clop .d Ju· to th· arising wcbsit • about h · 
women. The women c mrnunit portal i · basi iall th· portal that .ontuins information 
about the \ men. It ill pro id· th' women with the informati n about the health 
financial, fa hi n re ipc , and price· for the 10 d need, grooming, and castigation 
t ward v omen. Furthermore there will be the articles that will motivate the women in 
daily life. TI1e Forum will be the place fore the women to discuss 'the topic that is 
given. 
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1.3 Project Objective 
The statement of project objectives outlines is the ends results toward which specify 
what is expected to be archived in an endeavor t develop a project. The main purpose 
of the project is to design and develop a website for women community. Besides, it is 
also 
1. As the connection for the women to get information about the latest news 
happen among the women. 
2. Provide the dynamic, interactive and easy portal to be surfed and user interface 
design. 
3. Provide the searching facilities. 
4. As a place r forum for women to gather and share ideas and problems. 
5. Be the Malaysian women c mrnunity portal that ha the updated information 
and be the portal that they can learn and ad anta ic fr m it. 
1.4 Expected outcome of the system 
The women communit p rtal is exp ictcd to b ·: 
1. An interacti e, int eresting and user friend! ' ebsit · 
Able to promote the us · of v .. b among Malaysian women 
3. W m n can register to be the member f the website. 
1.5 Project Scope 
As this thesis project aims to develop an effective an efficient, the scope pf the 
project is basically covers the modules that will be developed. The scope will be 
focus on the Malaysian women. The content of the website is basically has the 
function of the new user, member and admin. 
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For the new users, they only can review the website but not get in the website. 
If they want to join the forum they have to register first to be the member. If not 
the member, they can only make a search to find information. 
For the member the can get the privileges. As the member, they can update 
their information or delete their account if they decide to be non member. The 
member can view their profile and join the forum to share the opinions and get 
more information about the women. Members can post new topic for the forum but 
the admin will filter the topic before upload it in the forum. 
For the adrnin, admin can view the entire member that I g in into the website 
with the time. Admin also can send newsletter to the member if ha any function 
will be held. Adrnin also has the resp nsibility to reply email that he or she gets 
from the users. I le also fill ir th t pie for the f rum and updates the f rum. 'I he 
tilter needs bccaus to avoid the s msitivc is .uc to discu s. 
The c ntent th' portal is about the latest fashion and groom in' how to manage 
th financial,\: omen health cspc ·inll th" breast cancer, th· · elected re ipcs thnt th 
user reque t. Moreo er for th' concern ,. om ·n th ·1 ' ,. ill th· web pa re for the goods 
price a the v ay to m arc the om "I\ ubout the roods price that used daily. After all, 
the portal will pr ide ' omen with the article that can motivate them in work life 
' 
love x problem. 
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1.6 Project Schedule 
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Literature Review 
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2.1 Introduction 
Review of literature is a background study about knowledge and information 
gained to develop to this project. Literature review is a careful examination of a body 
literature pointing toward the answers to the questions directly imposed by the project 
title. A body of literature is a collection of published research relevant to the research 
questions. 
The purpose of the literature review is to get a better understanding on the project 
concept and definition. A literature review of a project is important as it places the 
project in the content of others which might have irnilar charactcri: tic'. lt helps the 
developer to know some of the existing features offered by a similar system. Another 
important purpose f a literature review is t sufficiently equip the developer with 
me knowl edge of the strength and limitations f s cral de clopmcnts to I·. Thi can 
help the devel per to h c the right tool to de elop the y. tern. 
2.2 Technique and onducting Literature Review 
• Interview 
ser pini n i ~ important toward the efficiency on developing the system. Thus, 
interview is e s ntial to gather the requirement and information from the expected and 
targeted user. Information such as system requirement, problem of existing system can 
be addre sed using this method. 
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• Surfing the internet 
The internet is a powerful tool for gathering for the design and all the related 
information needed for the research. Sites regarding organizations, government bodies 
etc were review thoroughly and analyzed in order to get the concepts and idea what 
system is all about. 
• Reading 
Magazines, newspapers, are excellent resource to get informati n regarding the 
portal. 
• F SIT Document Room 
This r om is cry imp rtant part in my literature review b .cau c it contains lots of 
pass car s thesis. l an refer un pr· ious project r 'luted with my tusk and make ca sicr 
t me to get understand clear! . lts h ·lp me spc .iull to • ·t u go d idea n the 
documentati n sid • of th • project. 
• Discussion 
In di cus ion we can exchange information and knowledge whit in each other. As 
information is meant to be shared, it is privileged to conduct discussion among friends 
ab ut ideas in completing the project. 
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2.3 Analysis Study 
1. http://www.kpwkm.Qo\·.nw 
Go 
www. k.pwkm.11ov. my 
Kementerian Pembangunan Wanita, 
Keluarga dan Masyarakat 
-=-:o- Ministry of Women. ramily and Community 0CV{'lopm~ 
KlMlNTlRIAN PLMB.\NGUNAN WANITA, K(LUAHGA OAtl MASYAHAKAT 
~...-.. S"'*1 Y.I. Mi@r1twi 
P~-lt-~.n W..-.lle, 
KMfar"9• o_., H"Y••Wut 
MJA.l.A lUM~UI\ Je hp\ • C•d•nq•n 
plndun fhno Und•nQ ·Und•ng K•h,,•rQ• 
ltlem (Wllay1h-Wl!1y1h Pe1,.lrt.v 1n) 
\id•'-. tUl'\ott dl .. l1t'-hhl1 .. b191\ 
"'•'''•"•' lrt.1u•'ti le11lrt.l l)1tfH.•ll1,1•1"i "'••en• "''"''"'• h•·"•" h11t!- ..... t d•• .. llo.i••'· 
P1mb1n~un1n W1nit.1, 
to..•l.,.•ro• den M11y111\o.1 "•"O~un11n 
t•""o'•o' m1lo.lurn•' y1nq ''"1 teM•lrt.ln 
m1luu tel1h m1mbulrt.e '"'"0 b1N btol 
lo.01l"lunllrt.••' Y'"\J 11\.!lh 11·u,J1h d8n 
•nh1. Malo.1 d1no1n tujv•" \'•"0 ••m•, 
l•n"l•n w1b \nl d1b1f'l9unk 1 , 
Figure 2.31: http://\\"" .kJ)\\ km.gov.my 
Th, Ministr 1 if Women, Fumil und 'ouununit De clopmcnt website is 
nc of the women .ouuuunity portals 011 th· internet. Mala siun worn .n can 
surf this p rtal to ~ 'l th· .urrcnt inlonnution. This ' cbsit · has many section, 
that .an gi c l cncfits to the ' omen. For our notice, they put the important 
vents n the h me pa ie. A· c can sec, the message from the minister of the 
Mini try of Women, Family and Community Development appears in the home 
page. For addition, latest news, opinion review, programs and activities, register 
r ign in on email and the facts are also on the home page. With the searching 
facility, the user can type what they want to find in this website. There are 
many menus where the user can click on the menus they cho isc. lt i · 
convenient because the information have h · .n .atc iorizcd into th· suitul le 
7 
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menus. The portal has link with the other website and cooperates with 
SUHAKAM the NGO's organization. In order to create an interesting portal, 
the website puts some logo about the events that happens in Malaysia on the 
right side. The weakness of this website is there are no section for the fashion, 
recipes and grooming. The portal may seem interesting for the middle age 
women but do not much attractive to get the teenage girl to surf it. 
2. htt :// '' \\'\\'. wao.oro .m •/ 
lttp:/fl<-.wao.~.my/ v Go 11 
' 
A ,f\woMEN'S AID ORGANISATION v ~~ PERTUBUHAN PERTOLONGAN WANITA 
~~\uni 
No woman dcsorvos violence. over. Vlo/cl'IC() against J woman Is 
a crime. :md J vlo/Jtion of her hum::m rights. 
Se,tember 16. 2005 
(llilillHll•lU@i4tfJ@.ilCEl[tjl1HIEJl•llg.svJltl@!ftft£iitiii(i 
Reform the Royal M 1 ti Police to Stop Abut of Pow r 
On 1\u,111·,1 11 •oor., M.11. .111·11111••r·111 , •1th.it 1 t. v• 11 ri!11 b 
~--- Wl'" llil•'1J• !-{ 1t1J,•1d 1111'1 I IJl111t"{lh•• •hC 1·11.1\1 1n ClJ tOrfy 
lhl' b\l'j, ll\11'••1U Pf l.\111h11q, W }', l1.i111\111lf111j 1111'1 1li1 J••d'{ l l!cll•·fl. 
1t1u •'~ md ht11111h 1t••ll lyY pnhC• •l!IC••I WL1rn .. 11'5 Au.l 
119,1111 ,111011 (WA ) w.111t tot \, thb uppC11t1u11ty to 1-<1J.111ss th<Jt this 
IJl)QCd m1scondui.t by th polic 1s Jn md1cJt1on iJS lo 'MTf urg·:nt 
1 l)k\1 m in tt10 poll c 1 s in1pL11 Jt1~ It 1 s to b r •m1.111b r d thm U10 
._ __ _, abus llnd tortu1 of dotJino s m custody has been addressed in 
tho past by SUHAl<AM, SUARAM and oth"f NGOs more > 
VE'<l - 'lERDEKA \lllLENJU\1 ENDURANCE RAC[: Po~\cd Au ust 
Figure 2.3.2: http://www.wao.org.my/ 
The Women Aid's organization w ·bsit 1s th· w 'hsit • that n ntuius the 
information about the violence that M11l11ysi in worn ·11 Ince on. Th' obje ·tiv • u!' this 
x 
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portal is to help the women who survive from the violence and give the other women 
the reminder and moral value. Unfortunately, this website only focused in violence and 
not the all topic that relate to the women. For the menus there are about seven menus 
which are about us, research and advocacy, violence against women, services, news or 
archive, links and support us. The other limitation of this website is there is no 
searching key. 
Website Portal 
I 1t is about information distribution I The concept of information sharing pr 
the place where the user interact with 
each other. 
2 There is no connection between the 2. There is a relationship between the 
user' and the wcbmnstcr. user and the wcbmastcr. The user can let 
feedback fr m th w ibmastcr. 
- 
3 Most of them do not have the database 1 luv • the databa .es 
4 More focus on a matter on\ . For 4 Equip with various topic for the u crs. 
example: background or un 
organization. 
5 N rmall the information lS lasting 5 The portal always been updated 
and seldom b en updated ' 
6 The information is static and simple 6 The information is no limit 
7 emphasis on graphic, animation and 7 The interface usually simple but try to 
interesting design. attract the users. 
. Table 2.3.l: Differences between website and portal 
2.4 Software Architecture 
t) 
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Software architecture is the principal study of software components, including 
their properties, relationships and patterns of combination. It is the high- level structure 
of a software system. Important properties include: - the structure must support the 
functionality of the system. Thus the dynamic behavior of the system must be taken 
into account when designing the architecture 
The structure or architecture must conform to the qualities (non- functional 
requirements) 
2.4.1 Client/ Server Architecture 
A client is defined a requc tcr of services and is normally u de ktop computer, 
workstation or laptop computer. The us r internet directly nly with the client portion 
pf the application. 
J\ crvcr is defined a the pr idcr of services. It could b ~ a mainframe or anoth ·r 
desktop computer. er er store and pro css shared data and also p rforrn back- end 
functions not isible to u ers, uch a· managing net' ork ucti iti ·s .. 
The client ser er softv are m hite .tut · is u ·r ·util · infrastructure that is intended 
to impr e usability, flexibility inter pcrability and calubility. It improves multi-user 
updating through a l front- end to share database. 
response 
request 
Client _,... Server ·~---- 
F'igurc2.4. I. I: licnt/ S ·rvcr archit .cture (one to on') 
\ ) 
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Client/ Server can be in many to one design 
2.4.2 Two- tier Architecture 
Two- tier architecture consists of three components in two layers, client and 
servers 
The three components are 
• User System Interface 
• Processing Management 
• Database management 
The two tier design allocated the user system interface exclusively to the client. It 
places databa c management on the server and splits the processing management 
between client and server, rearing two layers. 
Ul 
Application 
lient 
I 
DBMS 
Application 
.. 
lient Server 
UI 
Application 
lient 
Figure 2.4.2 Two Tier Architecture 
I l 
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2.4.3 Three- tier architecture 
A three - tier distributed client/ server architecture includes a user system 
interface top- tier where user services reside 
Client- tier 
Client- tier runs on the user's computer. It is responsible for the presentation of 
data, receiving user events and controlling the user interface 
Application Server- tier 
This middle- tier provides process management where business logic and rules 
are executed and can accommodate hundreds of user by providing functions such as 
queuing application execution and data staging 
Data-Server-Tier 
Data server-tier i, responsible for data st rage for the middle tier 
er ystem 
Interface 
Proce s 
Management 
Database 
Management 
Figure 2.5.3: Three- tier Architecture 
\_ 
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2.5 Network 
Network is defined as two or more computer that are connected to share data or 
resources. Some examples of network are: Local Area Network (LAN), Wide Area 
Network (WAN), Intranet, Extranet and Internet 
2.5.1 Local Area Network (LAN) 
LAN is a telecommunication network that requires its own dedicated channels that 
encompasses a limited distance usually within one building or within several buildings 
in close proximity. Typical installations are industrial plants office buildings college 
or university campuses or similar locations. AN allow users to share resources on 
computer within an organizations through a router connection t a Metropolitan Arca 
Nctw rk (MAN) r a Wide Arca N .twork (WAN) 
2.5.2 Wide Arca Network (WAN) 
Wan is a telecommunication network thut spans a lur 1 ·r geographical distance. lt may 
consist of a variety of cables, atellit · and mi .rowu · tcchnolo iics. The main purpo c 
of a WAN is to pr id' rcliubl · lust and s ·t communication between the two or more 
place with 1 w delay and low prices 
LAN WAN 
Bandwidth High Low 
Scope Building or Campuses City to Global 
Protocols Diverse Diverse 
Security Very High High 
Table 2.5.2.1: umparisons between LAN and WAN 
I. 
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2.5.3 Internet 
Internet is an international network that is a collection at hundreds of thousands of 
private and public networks. Technically, what distinguishes the internet is its use at a 
set of protocols called TCP/IP (for Transmission Control Protocol/ Internet Protocol). 
Each internet computer (called a host) is independent. Its operators can choose which 
Internet services to be used and which local services to be made available to the global 
internet community. 
2.5.4 Intranet 
Intranet is a private communication network between computers within a corporation. 
This essence of such a system is that it uses Internet technology and protocols .o effect 
communication between internal clients via an internal server. Intranet requires no 
special hardwar · and run o er an existing network infrastructure. I\ irnplc Intranet 
can be created by linking a client .omputcr (with a w ·b browser to another comput ·r 
(with web server) ia a T P/ IP network. 
2.5.5 Extranct 
An extran ·t is a private n 't' ork thut uses th' Internet protocol and the public 
telecommunication tern to securely share part or ' businc ' information or 
operation with uppliers vendors partners, customers or other business. An extranet 
can be iewed as part of a company's intranet that is extended to users outside of the 
company. An extranet requires security and privacy. These in turn required firewall 
erver management, the issuance of use of digital certificates or similar means of user 
authentication, encryption of messages and the user of virtual private network (VPN) 
that tunnel a public network. 
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Intranet Extranet 
Bandwidth High Low 
Scope Building or Campus City to Global 
Protocols Internet Internet 
Security Moderate to high Low to moderate 
Table 2.5.5: Comparison between Intranet and Extranet 
2.6 Web Server 
2.6.1 Apache 
The Apache http erver is a powerful. flexible l lTfP/l. l compliant web server 
that implements the latest proto .ols including I rrrP/l. l (Rf 2616). It is highly 
configurable and extensible with third-party modules and can l · .u stomizcd by writinu 
'modules' using the Apache module APL Apache provides full s urcc code and c mes 
with an unre tricti e license. It .an run· on Windows NT/9 , Nctwurc 5. and above, 
12 and most crsions of NI , us w ·II as s ivcrul other operating ystcms. Apache 
has been shown to be ubstantiully faster, more stable, and more feature-full than many 
other ' cb ervers. Although certain commercial servers have claimed to surpass 
Apache's speed (it has not been demonstrated that any of these "benchmarks" are a 
good way of measuring WWW server speed at any rate), it is better to have a mostly- 
f ast free server than an extremely-fast server that costs thousands of dollars. Apache is 
run on site that get millions of hits per day, and they have experienced no performance 
di fficulties. 
2.7 Operating System 
1. 
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Operating system is a platform that perform basic tasks, such as recognizing 
input from the keyboard, sending output to the display screen, keeping track of files 
and directories on the disk and controlling peripheral such as disk drives and printers 
2.7.1 Linux 
Linux began with the post to the usenet newgroup comp.os.minix in August 
1991 written by a Finnish college tudent. Linux has gradually become a popular 
operating ystem for internet serving purpo e . With a host of performance 
enhancements that will benefits web ites and internet ite of all ize . Linux i a Unix 
clone, a work alike. All of the kernel code wa written from cratch but many more are 
simpl parts Aware fr 111 an ther op ratin 1 s stem pc ially nix. 
Linux alwa pr vided a rich pro 1ramming n ir nment. I\ a erver perating 
y tern, l inux i matured. It can be r und running web crver all ver th world and 
provide file and print s r i c in a in rea in 1 number r busincs c . n th' dcskt p, 
Linux ontinue t mature. The KO de kt p pro ides a 
Windox for ea e f u e of· nf iurabilit 
2. 7 .2 Microsoft X P Prof essiounl 
Thi operatin r t m i the adapiati n fr m Id version which is Microsoft 
2000. Mier ft XP Profe ional has almost the same features with Microsoft 2000. 
2.8 Data Server 
A database is a structure collection of data. To add, access and process data 
tored in a computer database, a database server i needed. There are everal databa e 
server available currently. Oracle and MySQL 
2.8. l Orn .le 
I b 
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Oracle is multi user database. It provides unprecedented ease of user and is pre- 
tuned and pre- configured for today's dynamic workgroup and line of bus environment. 
Oracle includes a fully integrated set of easy to use management tools, full distribution, 
replication and web features. Oracle also provides the highest level of availability 
through fast over, easier management and zero data loss disaster protection with data 
guard, the only complete data protection solution available on the market. Oracle runs 
on UNlX, Linux and Window platform. However it is expensive and separate license 
are required for each of its databa e engine. 
2.8.2 MySQL 
• Database crver- My QL 
My Q i a databa e mana zcrncnt rem. A databa c i a tructurcd collection 
of data. It may be an thing fr m a implc hopping Ii st t a pi turc gall ry r the va t 
amount of informati n in a orp rat n t\ ork. T add, a . s, and pr css data st red 
in a computer databa e, n ds a databa " mana 1 'Ill .nt tcm such as M OL erv er. 
Since computer are r I goo i Ht handling IHI" ' !11\lOUl\IS f data, databa C 
management pla a ntral role in .omputin , as stand-al ne utiliti , r a part of 
oth r applicati n . 
The QL part of "MySQL" stands for "Structured Query Language" - the 
mo t common standardised language used to access databases. MyS.QL software is 
Open Source. Open Source means that it is possible for anyone to use and modify. 
Anybody can download the MySQL software from the Internet and use it without 
pa ing anything. Anybody so inclined can study the source c de and han ie it t fit 
their needs. The My QL software uses the PL Nl I .i use , H 
define what may and may not do with the soflwar in dilf r 'Ill situ ui )l\S 
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o Compatible with PHP - SQL server is database management system 
developed by Microsoft product. 
o User friendly - SQL server provides an easy menu driven interface that will 
allow users to issue commands I queries easily. 
o Easy to use - SQL server include a set of administration tools that can 
manage the database in large volume easily. 
o Scalability - the same database can be u ed aero platform ranging from 
laptop computer running Windows 95 I higher I even multiproce or server 
running Window NT erver. 
2.9 Langua e 
2.9.1 Javascript 
Java ript i as riptin > Ian iua . dcvel p 'cl b N 'ls .apc to enable web auth r 
to de ign int ra ti e it . Ia as ript i differ nt fr m Ia a. /\Ith u th it shar man or 
the feature and tru lure f th" full Ja U lungua --', it WUS d ivclopcd independently. 
Java ript an int ira t' ith l lTML ·our·' .odc I enable w b auth r t pice up their 
site with d nanu ntent. Ja a cript i end r ed b a number of oftwar companies 
and 1 an en language that anyone can use without purchasing a license. It is 
upported by recent browsers from Netscape and Microsoft, though Internet Explorer 
upport only a subset, which Microsoft calls Jscript. 
Be ide that, JavaScript is not a cut-down vcrsi n of another language it 
only distantly and indirectly related to Jave, for ampl ·), nor it is a : im] lif · tion r 
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anything. It is however limited. Developer cannot write stand-alone applications in it 
and it has no built in support for reading or writing files. 
JavaScript shares the fundamental feature of all programming languages: it can 
get data from some source, process that data, and output the results. Because it is 
integrated into HTML, JavaScript already knows what your browser knows, and can 
figure out, for example how many form elements are on a page or how many frames 
are in a window. lt also knows how to work with this environment, and can perform 
such tasks as targeting a pecific frame for output just as you could target a frame to 
contain the content fa hyperte ·t link in HTML. 
Th t pes f thin 1 you can tr Java cript for include: contr lling a page; 
opening and cl ing window and frames; pr grammatically acce ing the hist ry 
windox (which all 
other brov er featur 
th de eloper I ref 'r I pr .viou .ly vi wed d cument ) and 
Furtherm r ' \ ith Ja a ript OU HI\ pr ide feedback t the LI er, generate 
new HTML page u ing ariable informati n, and implement user-defined functions. 
2.9.2 HTML 
HyperTexts Markup Language (HTML) is a simple markup language used to 
make web pages and basic language that understood by all World Wide Web (WWW) 
client . An HTML document (program) is ASCH text with embedded instruction 
(markups) which affect the way the text is presented in web. HTM applicati n 
consi t fa collection of related web pages mann 1 d b a sin I I ITTP s •r 'T. This is 
an versirnplification, but the model is sirnpl , and th lnngu g' is sim1 I\ in I th 11 is 
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one of its strengths. The Web programmer generally finds HTML lacking in only two 
areas: its performance in certain types of applications, and the ability to program 
certain common tasks. 
2.9.3 PHP 
PHP is self-referentially short for PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor, an open source, 
server-side, HTML embedded scripting language used to create dynamic Web pages. 
ln an HTML document, PHP script (similar syntax to that of Perl or C ) is enclosed 
within special PHP tags. Because PHP is embedded within tag , the author can jump 
between HTML and PHP (similar to ASP and old Fu ion) instead of having to rely on 
heavy amount of c de to output 1 ITML. And, becau e PHP i executed on the erver, 
the client annot vie' th Pl IP code. PHP an perf rm an ta k that an I pr gram 
can do, but it trcngth lie in it, mpatibilit with man type f databa c . Al , 
PHP an talk a r ss n tv rks usinu IMAP, SNMP, NNTP, P P , r I ITTP. Pl IP wa 
created sometime in b Ra smus L rd rf l uring mid 1997, PllP cl velopmcnt 
enter d the hand f thcr ontributors, Two or th 'Ill, Z ·' ura .ki and Andi utman , 
re' r te th par er fr ms rat h to .r .atc Pl IP crsion (Pl IP . r ur main advantage 
of PHP: 
• o t - PHP is free. It's developed by a lot of people world wide. PHP 
community is much more active than any other scripting language 
community. Tip: An archive network like CPAN would be a very good 
idea. 
• Portability - once again PHP is free. This means that it can be ompil 'd f r 
virtually any pcrating s st m. Pr· ompil .d v irsions do •:isl lor HH st 
commercial and free op •rnting syst •m:. 
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• Ease of Maintenance - you don't have to worry about the scripting 
language anymore. PHP is updated and improved much more often than any 
other language. Good suggestions are adopted extremely fast; the advantage 
of an open community. 
Maturity - Although PHP is a pretty young language (compared with Perl for 
example), its mature enough to be used in any production environment, no matter 
which are the reque ts. 
2.9.4 ASP 
ASP is a erver-side ripting te hn logy. A P i indeed HTML pag with an. 
a p cxten ion. A P all w for l lTM and a · ripting language such a VO cript, J 
cript or Perl t be inter pcrscd in a Web Pa ie. When a brow er request an I\ P pa 1e, 
the web rver generate a page with l lTML od .. ands .nds it back l the br wser. 
One of th m t imp rtant features ab ut I\ P is that it all ws user to .asil 
acce data and put it n a \, cb pa '. · ·r .an .impl di 1ph1 data fr m an 0[3 - 
compliant databa " r us A P t make de .ision ab ut what t display on a web page. 
U er can then format the re ult in an way that they pica e. 
Another important ASP feature is the ability to use cookies to store and retrieve 
information. The request object has a Cookie Collection and user can use this in data 
proces mg. 
2.10 Authoring Tools 
2.10. t Adobe Photos hop 
Windows-ba cd computers. It is us cl ns drn\ inu, p inting in I le.'i~·ning I uq iscs 
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With its digital imaging and digital video software products, including gold-standard 
Photoshop software and a comprehensive professional digital video platform, Adobe is 
helping customers edit, manage and share digital images and video with the highest 
quality results. Adobe delivers the leading platform for the future of design and 
publishing, giving creative professionals everything they need to create and publish 
content to print and the Web faster, more easily, and more efficiently. And the Adobe 
Intelligent Document Platform enables organizations to connect employees, customers, 
and partners with information through the use of Adobe's PDF file format-the de 
facto standard for secure electronic document exchange. 
2. l 0.2 Swish v2.0 
SWi His o easy to u e, with the complex animation with text, images, graphics 
and ound in no time. SWiSH ha over 150 built-in effect like Explode, Vortex, D 
pin, nake and man m r . Wi 11 ha t Is for creatin • lin , rectangles, ellipses, 
Bezier curve , motion path', prite and rollover buttons, all in an easy-io-u e 
interface. 
SWi H export the WF Iii format us ·d b Ma romcdia l·lashTM o the ' 
animation will pla on an ma hin that has the FlashTM Pia er installed. 'Wi H 
anirnati n can be in rporated into un ' eb page or imported into 'lashTM. They can 
also be sent in an email, embedded in a Micro oft PowerPoint pre entation or included 
in a Microsoft Word document. SWiSH v2.0 is the first major upgrade since SWiSH 
was born. 
2.10.3 Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 2004 
Dreamweaver MX 2004 is a professional HTM editor for de igning, c ding, and 
developing websites, web pages, and web applications. Wh th r th us r .njo th, 
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control of hand-coding HTML or prefer to work in a visual editing environment, 
Dreamweaver provides the users with helpful tools to enhance the web creation 
expenence. 
The visual editing features in Dreamweaver let you quickly create pages without 
writing a line of code. If you prefer to code by hand, however, Dreamweaver also 
includes many coding-related tools and features. And Dreamweaver helps you to build 
dynamic database-backed web applications using server languages such as ASP, 
ASP.NET, ColdFusion Markup Language (CFML), JSP, and PHP. 
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3.1 Introduction 
This chapter will discuss about the methodology used to develop the system. It is covers 
the software development models as well as the analysis of the system. 
3.2 Methodology 
The methodology is a codified set of recommended practices, sometimes 
accompanied by training materials, formal educational programs, worksheets, and 
diagramming tools. System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) is suitable to develop the 
system, editing and deleting the information in the database or system. SDLC also 
known as waterfall model has the following phases 
Planning 
Maintenance Analysis 
Desi in Implementation 
Figure 3.1: Phases of SDL 
Planning- Identify analyze, prioritize, and arrange Information System needs 
Analysis- Study and structure system requirements 
Design- Convert recommended solution to system specifications 
Logical design- functional features described independently of computer 
platform 
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Physical design- logical specifications transformed to technology-specific 
details 
Implementation -Code, test, install, and support the information system 
Maintenance- Systematically repair and improve the information system 
Lifecycle models describe the interrelationship between software development 
phases. This other lifecycle models are: 
• Waterfall model 
• Prototyping model 
• Spiral model 
• Evolutionary prototyping model 
• Incremental I iterative development 
• Reusable software model 
• Automated software synthesis 
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3.3 Justification Methodology 
Requirement analysis 
Prototyping 
System Design 
Program 
Unit testing and integration 
System Testing 
Acceptance Testing 
Operation and maintenan 
Figure 3.3.1: Waterfall with prototyping 
Using this model, development process from one phrase to the next is clear and if any 
error occurs in any of the phases it can be corrected without having to wait for the next 
phase to complete. Prototyping process is actually is paradigm solution to the lack ness 
in waterfall model. 
The reasons for choosing this methodology are:- 
• It provides guide for the development of structured and systematic system from 
phase to phase. 
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• It simplifies the system development process because it allows us to return back 
to the earlier phase if there are any changes, problems or additional information. 
'• Easy to explain to customers who are not familiar with the development process 
• Early description can be seen on the web that is being develop 
• Prototyping process at the first three early phases can recognize the real need of 
the user. This is important to avoid mistakes during coding process. Prototyping 
allows users and developers to check and evaluate a few aspects of the system 
that is being suggested even though the new product is only partially completed. 
• Function for every phase» 
Requirement analysis- requirement analysis is a structured document setting 
detailed descriptions of the system services. In thi stage the requirements of the 'to 
be developed software' are established. There are usually the services it will 
provide, its constraints and the goals of the .ystcm. 
System Design - this phase produces some sort of model of a system 
satisfying the requirements. The required functions arc decomposed into modules 
and their interface. The user interface is design. Datu structures are specified. 
Design transforms of the anal .is into how of 11 design specification but they do not 
trepass into implementation details. 
Program Design- Determine and specifying program design and database 
design and verifying program design 
Coding- involving programming, personal planning, tools acquisition, 
database development, component level documentation and program management. 
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Unit and Integration- Test unit separately and integrate the tested units. Then, 
testing on the integrated units. 
System Testing- The system is tested to ensure that the system's software 
requirements have been meet. During system testing, validation make sure that the 
developer is building the right product according to the specification, while 
verification check the quality of the implementation. 
Acceptance testing- testing on system completed 
Operation and maintenance- Control and maintain the system. Revalidating at 
system. This stage involves correcting errors that have gone undetected before, 
improvement and other forms of support. This stage and part of the lite cycle of a 
software product and not at the strict development 
System prototyping- Prototyping is a sub process and prototype is a partially 
developed product or a simple simulator of the actual system to examine the 
proposal system and overview in the functionalities. The requirements or design 
requires repeated investigation to ensure that the developer und user will have a 
common understanding of what is nc idcd und what is to be developed. 
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Chapter 4 
System Analysis 
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Introduction 
System analysis is the process of expound the system to smaller components. 
The purpose is to analyze the functions. The output of the process is the specification of 
the product requirements that been developed. This requirements specification will be 
guidelines to he developer in designing the product. The chapter will explain the 
information about the functional requirements, non-functional requirements, hardware 
requirements, software requirements in developing the women community portal. 
4.1 Functional Requirement 
Functional requirements is the service that are in the system where the interaction 
between the system and the environment. It also defines how the system will behave in 
the certain situation and give the limit in the interaction. With the functional 
requirements, user will know what can the system gain if certain data be the input and 
produced the output. 
Function Requirements 
l. Administrator Function - Administrator login is required to make 
any changes in this module 
-Adrninistrator are able to make changes 
or modification to website such as EDIT 
and DELETE data 
- Administrator has the right to update the 
forum and upload the selected topic for 
( 
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- Non member can only review the 
website 
- Non member can make search to find 
the information 
- llave to rcgi tcr to get privileges. 
3. Non- Member 
- Member login is required to enter the 
area of the website. 
- Member can UPDATE and DELETE the 
the forum 
2. Member Function 
information of their account 
- Member can enter the forum to discuss 
the topic. 
Table 4. t: Functional requirements 
4.2 Non-Functional Requirement 
Non-functional requirement is the rcquircm ·nt thut need in the system but not 
been consider directly with the specific function in th· s ·t nu. It ulso explain the 
constraint that a system must operate 
• User friendly 
The system developed must be user friendly and easy to use. The features will 
enable new users of the system spend less time to know about the system and 
how to use it. The user interface must be designed so that it can be used by the 
non-technical staff I even new users can use it efficiently. 
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• Accuracy 
This functional refers to the precision of several computations, calculations and 
controls. This is important as to ensure the system generates reliable and accurate 
reports. 
• Reliable 
Reliable is the extents to which a system can be expected tom perform its intended 
function with required precision and accuracy. Therefore, the system should be 
reliable in performing its daily functions operations 
• Systematic 
The system must be able to produce reports requested by the u ers I administrations 
in a systematic way. Records can al o be retrieved easily and efficiently 
• Robustness 
Robustness is refers the quality that cause' a system to able to handle. This system 
must be designed to be robu t or in other words the system is able to ivoid disaster 
or behaves accordingly when facing unexpected ·i1 .umstuuccs such as given the 
improper data by the us 'rs. 
• Security 
To maintain security of the system onl authorized user with login and password 
will be allowed to modify the databa e. Normal users arc able to view selected data 
only. Administrator s login will be required to make any modification for this 
system. 
. I 
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4.3 Technology and hardware in system development 
in this part, the discussion is about the hardware and suitable technology in developing 
the women community portal. All the matters have to be identified and choosed based 
on the system progress. 
• Operating system- Microsoft XP Professional 
In developing the women community portal, Microsoft XP Professional is 
choosed. This operating system is the adaptation from old version which is 
Microsoft 2000. Microsoft XP Professional has almost the same features with 
Microsoft 2000. 
But Microsoft XP Professional with the service pack 2 is better because 
has more advantages compare to Microsoft 2000, this is because it has high 
reliability and has own security system which is the Firewall in its architecture. 
• Web Server- Apache 
Apache is used in the system. It is open source and can get freely. B cause 
of the reason many people and organization use it. As increased the people 
who use the apache the discu ssion are held to discuss the problems faced when 
using the software. It will simplify to olv J th J problems when use the s Itwurc. 
• Database Server- MySQL 
MySQL is a database management system. A database is a structured collection 
of data. It may be anything from a simple shopping list to a picture gallery or the vast 
amounts of information in a corporate network. To add, access, and process data stored 
in a computer database needs a database management system such as MySQL erver. 
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Since computers are very good at handling large amounts of data, database management 
plays a central role in computing, as stand-alone utilities, or as parts of other 
applications. 
The SQL part of "MySQL" stands for "Structured Query Language" - the most 
common standardised language used to access databases. MySQL software is Open 
Source. Open Source means that it is possible for anyone to use and modify. Anybody 
can download the MySQL software from the Internet and use it without paying 
anything. Anybody so inclined can study the source code and change it to fit their 
needs. The MySQL software uses the GPL (GNU General Public License), to define 
what may and may not do with the software in different situations. 
o Compatible with PHP - QL erver rs database management system 
developed by Microsoft product. 
o User friendly - SQL erver provides an easy m mu driven interface that will 
allow users to i sue command I qu iries easily. 
0 Easy to USC - QL er er include a set or administration tools that xm 
manage the database in large lume ea ·ii . 
o Scalability - the ame databa 'e can be used across platforms ranging from 
laptop computer running Windows 95 I higher I even multiprocessor servers 
running Windows NT server. 
• PHP 
PHP is self-referentially short for PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor, an open source, 
server-side, HTML embedded scripting language used to create dynamic Web pages. In 
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an HTML document, PHP script (similar syntax to that of Perl or C ) is enclosed within 
special PHP tags. Because PHP is embedded within tags, the author can jump between 
HTML and PHP (similar to ASP and Cold Fusion) instead of having to rely on heavy 
amounts of code to output HTML. And, because PHP is executed on the server, the 
client cannot view the PHP code. PHP can perform any task that any CGI program can 
do, but its strength lies in its compatibility with many types of databases. Also, PHP can 
talk across networks using IMAP, SNMP, NNTP, POP3, or HTTP. PHP was created 
sometime in 1994 by Rasmus Lerdorf. During mid 1997, PHP development entered the 
hands of other contributors. Two of them, Zeev Suraski and Andi Gutmans rewrote the 
parser from scratch to create PHP version 3 (PHP3). Four main advantages of PI IP: 
• Cost - PHP is free. It's developed by a lot of people world wide. Pl IP 
community is much more active than any other scripting language 
community. Tip: An archive network like PAN would be a very good idea. 
• Portability - once again PHP is free. This means that it can be compiled for 
virtually any operating system. Precompilcd versions do c isl for most 
commercial and free operating systems. 
• Ease of Maintenance -you don't ha e to worr about the scripting language 
anymore. PHP is updated and improved much more often than any other 
language. Good suggestions are adopted extremely fast; the advantage of an 
open community. 
• Maturity - AJthough PHP is a pretty young language (compared with Perl for 
example) its mature enough to be used in any production environment, no 
matter which are the requests. 
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• HTML 
HyperTexts Markup Language (HTML) is a simple markup language used to 
make web pages and basic language that understood by all World Wide Web (WWW) 
clients. An HTML document (program) is ASCII text with embedded instructions 
(markups) which affect the way the text is presented in web. HTML applications consist 
of a collection of related web pages managed by a single HTTP server. This is an 
oversimplification, but the model is simple, and the language is simple, and that is one 
of its strengths. The Web programmer generally finds HTML lacking in only two areas: 
its performance in certain types of applications, and the ability to program certain 
common tasks. 
• Hardware - Macromcdia Drcamwcavcr MX 2004 
Dreamweaver MX 2004 is a professional l lTML editor for dcsi minu coding, and 
developing websites, web pages and web applications. Whether the user enjoy the 
control of hand-coding l lTMl or pr 'fer lo work in u isual editing environment, 
Dreamweaver provides the users with helpful tools to cnhanc the w eb creation 
experience. 
The visual editing feature in Drcamv ea er kt ou qui .kl ·r ·ut · pa res without 
writing a line of code. 1 f you prefer to cod· b hand, however, Dream weaver also 
includes many coding-related t ol and features. And Dreamwcuvcr helps you to build 
dynamic database-backed web applications using server languages such as ASP, 
ASP.NET ColdFusion Markup Language (CFML), JSP, and PHP. 
(i) Graphic Design Software - Adobe Photoshop 7.0 
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Adobe provides a variety of options for the user to learn Photoshop, including 
printed guides, online Help, and tool tips. Using the Adobe Online feature, the users 
can easily access a host of continually updated Web resources for learning Photoshop, 
from tips and tutorials to tech support information. Getting up to speed depends on the 
users experience with previous versions of Photoshop and ImageReady. 
4.4 Requirement time to run the system 
Software Requirements 
Server Side 
• Microsoft Windows XP Professional 
• Apache Web Server 
•My SQL 
• Microsoft Jnternet Explorer 5.0 and 
above 
• Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 
2004 
Client side 
• Microsoft Window 98 econd Edition atau 
kc alas 
• Micros fl lnternet Explorer 5.0 kc atus 
Table 4.4. l: Software Requirement. 
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Server with processor l .6GHz 
RAM256MB 
Hard Disk 80GB 
I 
RAM64MB 
Hardware Requirement 
Server side 
Personal PC 
Client Server 
Table 4.4.2: Hardware Requirement 
4.5 Conclusion 
As the conclusion, this chapter explain specificly waht requirement need in 
developing the women community portal. lt is very important to tatc the hardware 
and software requirement taht will be u ed to estimate how much money will b .. 
used. 
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Chapter 5 
System Design 
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5.1 Introduction 
The quality of a software product retrieves from the quality of its design. This 
bestows particular importance of the design phase in the software life cycle. The 
purpose of the design is to establish the architecture of a software system with the goal 
of fulfilling the quality requirements with a cost effective implementation. (Pombeger 
& Blashek, 1996). 
The design phase builds on the knowledge obtained from the analysis phase; it 
uses the requirements to design a system that will meet the user's needs. Design focuses 
both on the logical and physical or technical aspects of the system (Psallapan). This 
phase describe the types of design in details. 
The design will include database, function or process and other dynamic aspects of the 
system. The Women ornmunity Portal backend system will include three important 
design stages. 
5.2 Functionality Design 
Basically, Women ommunit Portal i divided into three modules which 
handle all the functions provided for each group of user which are non member, 
registered member and admin. These modules are developed because Women 
Community Portal is providing different type of privileges for different type of user. 
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Figure below show the flow chart for Women Community Portal based on registered 
member's module. This chart shows the flow of the system that a registered member 
will go through when using this system. 
Registered Member 
Other 
privileges 
Enter the 
forum 
View and 
edit profile 
Login 
Update Profile Delete account 
Figure 5.2.1: Flow hare of the Registered Member 
I Arlmin 
I I 
Login View all Users Updated the 
forum 
Figure 5.2.2: Flow Chart of the Ad min 
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Non Member 
I 
Review the Search for Info Enter the 
portal Forum? 
Have to 
Register 
Figure 5.2.3: Flow Cart of the Non Member 
5.3 Interface Design 
Interface de ign provides the best way for the u ers to interact with the 
computers. It is one of the most important components in thi system. It is a part of 
user's expectation because they are directly c mrnunicare with the system through the 
user interface. Good int rface will improve the productivity, quality or work performed 
and effectiveness of a system. Basically, the main function of user interface design is to 
provide a interactive medium and facilitate the communicat ion between u er and the 
system based on the needs of the s stem. 
Rules off nterface Design 
• Strive for consistency 
• Enable frequent users to use shortcuts 
• Offer informative feedback 
• Design dialogs to yield closure 
• Offer error prevention and simple error handling 
• Permit easy reversal of actions 
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• Support internal locus of control 
Consistency 
For the interface design, Women Community Portal implements the frameset for 
all the user pages to provide consistency. The frarneset uses the table format where each 
parts of the design are put in the table form. The navigation bar used on the left side of 
the pages use CSS coding that can be applied through out the whole system. Basically, 
there is a color used on the Women Community Portal which is pink and the group of 
pink's family. These colors are chosen to provide a professional look and corporate 
image. The popup menu is for the ease of use of users and makes the surfing more 
interactive. 
I Hanner I .. 
~ r:=J Hyperlink ~ 
~ Popup Menu I Main Area ~ 
Figure 5.3.1: The Design of the interface 
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Homepage 
Username ~----- Search ~--::----~ 
Password ~----~ 
Health• NewUser?~ 
Welcome to this portal. This portal will bring you through a amazmgjourney. 
AJ the new user you can re~ to get more privileges. Hope that you will 
enjoy rurting this portal 
Lat>:rtNews 
Which one do you prefer to do 
0 Stay at home 
First Women judge will be 
con.slltU!ed soon this year 
0 Slupmg 
0 Shopping 
Figure 5.3.2: The homepage of Women Community Portal 
This is the Homepage of the Women Community Portal. The sign up hyperlink will 
transform the user to the registration form which is to register them in the system 
database. For the registered member they have to login first to enter the system and 
enjoy the content. When the user ahs login the page below will come up. 
MY moun\J h2£.2!!l 
Login• 
Health. 
Welcome to this portal This portal will brmg you through a amanna 
journey. AJ the new user you can register' lo get more privileges 
Hope that you will enjoy surfing thit portal ... 
First Women judge will be 
con.stituted soon this year 
Figure 5.3.3: The My Account page 
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legistration Form 
Health• L.i's Get Sra1ted' 
Usemame 
Password 
Retypcpusword 
Email 
Address 
Counlry I Malaysia U] 
Gender l Male U \ ~~·--· 
Wona_atioa Re'l'!_ired 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
Figure 5.3.4: The Registration Form 
For the new users, they have to fill the registration form to be the member. 
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5.4 Data Flow Diagram (DFD) 
DFD is a picture of the movement of data between external entities and the 
processes and data stores within a system. The difference between the DFD and the 
system flowchart are 
• DFDs depict logical data flow independent of technology 
• Flowcharts depict details of physical systems 
Symbol Attributes Descriptions 
Source or sink external entity that is 
.. 
• ongin or 
D destination of data (outside the 
system 
Data Flow • arrows depicting movement of 
~ ... 
data 
EJ 
Proces • work or actions performed on 
data (inside the ystem) 
Data Store • data at rest (inside the system) 
I I 
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Table 5.4.1: The Symbols in DFD 
The Context Data Flow Diagram 
Context data flow diagram (DFD) shows the scope of system 
Portal User 
0 Login 
Login System 
Invalid Password 
Enter the 
password 
Manazement Process 
Administrator 
Figure 5.4.1: The Context Data Flow Diagram of the Women Community Portal 
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The Data Flow Diagram (DFD) 
User 
... 
View 
Profile 
\. 
I 
I Louin 
lnvalid Password 
2.0 Enter User 
Data 
/ 
Enter the portal 1.0 
Login 
Process 
Update 
L---------;.~ and 
Delete 
Profile ,..___~---- 
.. 
Enter User 
Data 
.... 
Look for the data 
•• 
Dl UserFile 
Sent the new 
data 
/ <, 
Sent the 4.0 
. ~ 
new data Update Administrator . the new .. ... 
profile Update ' informati 
on 
Arrange the data 
\ Porta 
•  
/ ' 
3.0 
" 
02 Update User File 
Figure 5.4.2: The Level- 0 DFD of the Women ommunity Portal 
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The level l DFD 
Admin Login 
Administrator 
Enter 
password and 
username 
Invalid Password 
or Username 
1.1 
Verify 
admin login 
status 
Verify User 
D1 Admin File 
Figure 5.4.3: The Level I DFO of Login System for admin 
1.2 
Direct admin to 
control center 
and select 
option 
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User Login 
User 
Enter 
usemame and 
password 
Dl User File 
/ 
1.1 
User 
Verify information 
User login 
status ~ "' 
-. 
'. Verify User 
l .2 
Direct user to 
his/her 
account 
~nter the portal as 
the registered user 
Figure 5.4.4: The Level l DFD of Login System for user 
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5.5 Database design 
The implementation of the database is done during the next phase of the systems 
development life cycle. There have five purpose of the database design: 
• Structure the data in stable structures, called normalized tables, that are not 
likely to change over time and that have minimal redundancy. 
• Develop a logical database design that reflects the actual data requirements that 
exist in the forms and reports of an information system. That is the reason why 
database is often done in parallel with the design of the human interface of an 
information system. 
• Develop a logical database design from which we can do physical database 
design because most information system today uses relational database 
management system. 
• Translate a relational databa e model into a technical file and database design 
that balances everal performance factors. 
• Choose data storage rechnolo ries that will efficiently, accurately and securely 
process database design. 
Database design for the system: 
Database Name: people 
Table Name: users 
This table stores the registered member details and inform~tion. 
\ Field \ Attributes 
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Username Varchar(50) 
Password Varchar(50) 
Retypepassword V archar( 5 0) 
Email Varchar( 50) 
Address Varchar(50) 
Country char(30) 
Gender char(10) 
Table 5.5.1: Table of user 
Table Name: admin 
This admin table stores the admin information. The username and the 
password are already been set up. The username is admin and the password is 
women. 
Field Attributes 
Username varchar(SO) 
Password varchar(50) 
Table 5.5.2: Table of Admin 
Usemame Password 
dmin ,.,omen 
Figure 5.5. I: ontent in database 
5.6 Chapter overview 
This chapter explain about th design phase for the Women ommunity 
Portal. These include the interface design, database design and Data Flow 
Diagram (DFD). This phase is very important because the whole system design is 
created in this phase. 
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Chapter 6 
System Implementation 
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6.1 Introduction 
This phase is the continuous from the analysis and design phase. Through the 
implementation phase, the priority is given to the analysis and testing of the coding to 
test the capability. 
6.2 Development Environment 
The development environment has certain impact on the system development in 
using the appropriate tools that not only assist the speed up of the system development 
however it also determines the accomplishment of the project. 
6.2.1 Tools and Software Configuration 
The hardware and software specification 
Software Requirements 
Server Side Client side 
• Microsoft Windows XP Professional 
• Apache W cb Server • Microsoft Window 98 Second Edition and 
•My SQL above 
= Microsott Internet Explorer 5.0 and • Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 and above 
above 
• Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 2004 
Table 6.2.1: Software Requirement 
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Hardware Requirement 
Server side Client Server 
Server with processor I .6GHz Personal PC 
RAM256MB RAM64MB 
Hard Disk 80GB 
Table 6.2.1.1: Hardware Requirement 
6.2.2 Tools for Documentation and Design 
The tools to prepare the documentation are Microsoft Office Word 2003 
and Microsoft Project 2003 is to design the Ghann charts during the early phase of 
development. 
6.3 Development of the system 
6.3.l Database Connection 
The database connection must be set up and all important information such as 
database server, database name, u er name as well a the password needed to access to 
the database must be specified correctly. After configuration, the coding can directly 
connect to the server and communication with the database. 
6.4 System Coding 
The coding process involve the activity of writing the model program into 
compute code using appropriate programming Ian iuage such as PHP and HTML as 
well as other scripting language such as JavaScript. Additionally, every algorithm that 
was designed during the design phase is transformed into lines of code which from 
various function in program. 
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Top-down approach involves building the highest-high level of software modules 
that are refined into functions and procedures. That means the higher level modules to 
be coded first before lower level modules. This approach instructions the entire system 
to be broken into different modules which include committee modules, lecturer 
modules, student modules and company modules. As a top-down structure, each of the 
modules breakdowns into sub-modules and its functions where each of the individual 
function will perform the basis where the coding begins. 
6.5 Coding Style 
For coding style and its principle mies is an important attribute to the source 
code and determines the simplicity of a program. lt should be followed the convention 
rules of a good programming style that involve the proper variables or filed naming that 
does not reserved names, meaningful and understandable function and method 
declaration, standard paragraph indentation for a neater look, keep all complex or 
compound statement as simple as pos ible to avoid confusion. 
• Example of the coding 
To add new record into the tables 
I wysql _ ~Je1y("IY~T ilff~ users nll[~ ( 1Wsernaae111~ rassvord1, '~Retype~a3sij~rd1, 'It eil 1, 1 iAd1ress', 
I '~rotmt11',.~Genaer1)1'); 
Figure 6.5.1: Insert Data 
To retrieve data from table 
•rsELECT Username, Password from users !i!here UserneJAe= 1" • ~_POST[ 'userneme'] . 
rri and Password='rr I ~_POST(1password' J . frl ": 
Figure 6.5.2: Retrieve Data 
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For the user authentication 
User authentication is important in granting only the person that 
has privilege can access certain module 
- ' 
=!!:!'=il'li :il'S.tt.\); 
Hd • ~-:'u~TI "ueerneae ' ]; 
$pwd - ~_rn~-[ 'pa!1~"1ord' ); 
ttuday • d.:'!!Lt:.("'l,11.,J H:i:'"• 1..-11~()); 
I: ~h r; ·m·,•.-t l n 
~dh,. 1·r3:;:.l c.nne:-t("loce.Ulost", "coot"):/1~!"tat•ll5h con 
oy::Q-_.;t.;.:ct_ib{"pcoplc",fdbJ; 1r· 11h ;:b 
'r.e.-rult ... lly.~;:!_71,.ty("S!I.F.CT., FlWM u~et.~",,db);J'1dl•h t-11.hlf" 
/ '"":J.lld..!.'.:C 'J., tnllll~ O.:~d p : 3. or d 
''SELECT U.:iernaD,., Pe.3~11otd ft:o• u:'l•r:'I ehe r e U!!:ernen.e•"' ,_?O:.:T[ 'userna•~'] . 
.. • and. Pass11ctd•' ... • _rn:.:>T( 'passvor:Cl' l 
c eesurwe.iaeere- llli.,•i1_1J1.l~::y1,query); 
$tOW' • .q.~ql_t 1·1L_1'! t ·1}'!$Z:C3U1L\:.1J1d.'ttC); 
(aiy.1::1_n·.1t1_t(:i1.uHtc:ru..ltva.li.dat~l •· "l") 
( 
~_S!::.J!dl{ 'usec_lOQIJf:C1' l ,_POST( 'Ueet:n6Q.e' J; 
~_SES3I:?J[ 1u:iet_pa-'S110td1] .. ,_r:5"'i'[1pa.!l:J1;,TO(d1 ]: 
t '5!'~' 1 1{ l l ~ (. "'[ • )!;t' 
''~ _:;.1.;· .. VX' u r ·l 1 r , }; 
' lvl' )' 
Ht!adu(''L"ceLion: l.09i11.llt.nl'"); 
1 •I 
1t I\ r I }.,1 ,'\tl ti: l "j rt ,t n.11 f' 
'query2 "S[L!CT datl n~on UIUI UHU\! U1tr:na..H'"'' ~ r "' \ 'UstUIUI ! I 
hl"''!.ll\tV~l{f11\tf"2 11).'"·/ ~ IH~ ---.·~~~-~""--~~~========c::======-~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~Q'UU}'l "!lr:L!:CT date n>.OJll. UHCI \'lt[R[ U1u:nut•'" .... ·1[ 'ueereeae ' 1 • " 
~[C,ultvo.lldQte .. • :lY~ 11 .. 4'· Ti'l'query~J: 
l(t'·l'· ~ :1ll.l '•\I (h.uu.ltvol.Hht\.lZ) "l"){ 
'QUtcv3 .. UPDATI Ult:tl !StT date•'HOriftl'' IJT[Iru: Utun. _, ... ~'I 1r u.urnut'l ..... , 
!> 
<httll> 
<l1oeisd) 
<ti tlO\?nt1Utd f.!Ct"\Ule.n / lt tlt> 
<n~ra hrtr-,.<I\JlV-- ·,,, t,. 1t TJ ,. .. f'"'llltf"nt .. ''tl" r ''a 1 • I,.,,.,• ~ l ') 
<:!!lyh: l\'Pt•''lexl/i,·u'") 
}HHly I 
backCtOW1d-1H.qe: ;at It 1h)I !\, J: ! ) ; 
(/It)' l e><thee.ct> 
<bcdy> 
<11 orly> 
</ht..Ll> 
'"""" 
Figure 6.5.3: Login Coding 
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<?'!>lip 
~"'~"1-('l~·._..,,r.!.'.::t n . 
1.J..:._·•.:t(IJ ~rs'3!0N('user_id'J1; 
uz.se t ( ~ - t[S:J ION( 1 uset_JJ8.!!'WO[ ~' 1) ; 
.'1'"~·"'1-n_··i-"'r""c.y(); 
hee Jer ("~Ci::e!:h: 5; URLrind!X. h:::a.l ''I; 
?Xbodv ht1.ckqrounda"~· rnJ-Fi. •J\ :""'> 
<v all.t;n··· ... tuU:t'")4'.t ~'-e 1.11.:·~Ls .. ~·O~" ~·.i• <.•lut.•"itf: .:i~ .. f~";t 
-<tr:-..<-:.d><tont colot•"f:-~-r~·:f ·xp ej rcn- ·ce~:o:ec><?p_.., 
,..c11· "Your have .succe~fully logout1 Plea3e wait ebf Le ee directing you to the 11:,un paqe1(br:>";'> 
<i119 SLC•· li.u~L'i.]J.t. '1idths0'50:·· hei9ht:1' lO')C.:/p> 
</font> Ut~ .- 1:i.. ,/H.D-,.-<JpX?IJl» 
d· '(I; 
Figure 6.5.3: Logout Coding 
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Chapter 7 
System Testing 
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7.1 Introduction 
A testing strategy is a general approach to the testing process rather than a 
method of devising particular system or component test [Sommerville, 1995]. System 
testing is one of the important steps in system development. 
The main objective of testing is to uncover different types of errors that exist 
while executing the system. System testing is a critical element of software quality 
assurance and represents the ultimate review of specification, design and coding. 
However, testing cannot show the absence of defects, it can only show that software 
defects are present [Pressman, 2000]. 
Testing provides a method to uncover logical error and to test the system 
reliability. Types of tests used are depend on what is being tested, components, group of 
components, or the whole system. 
In developing a system, system testing usually involves several stages. First, 
each program component is tested on its own, isolated from the other components in the 
system. Such testing is known as unit testing or component testing. This stage of 
testing verifies that the component functions properly with the types of input and output 
expected from studying the component's desi zn. Alter each component has been tested, 
the interaction between these components must be tested again to ensure that the 
components can be integrated. 
When all components have been unit-tested, the next step is ensuring that the 
interfaces among the components are defined and handled properly. This step is called 
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integration testing, also known as module testing, which verifies that the all the 
components work together as described in the module or system design specifications. 
Finally, system testing is performed to make certain that the whole system 
works according to users' specifications. Developers will join the users to perform this 
stage of testing where the system is checked against the users' requirements description. 
lf there is a need for change, system modification will then be carried out if the users' 
requirements were not met as described in the specifications. If the users are satisfied 
with the system's characteristics, the system is ready to be deployed for use. 
For this system, the top-down testing is used, to test the system components as 
soon as it is coded. Top-down testing tests the high-levels of a system before testing its 
detailed components. After the top-level component has been tested, its stub 
components are implemented and tested. This process continues recursively until the 
bottom-level components are implemented. 
The entire process of testing and debugging of the sy nern are done by using the Internet 
Explorer. Tests were done' ith a few of the commonly used testing approaches. 
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7.2 Test Case 
Different test cases are applied on the system developed so that the system will 
be error free when the user is using it. The following are the categories of test cases 
being applied on the system: 
a) Normal data test - test by using normal data to check whether the 
system works properly under normal situation. 
b) Extreme data test - test with invalid data (includes large amount of 
data, input non-numerical data into a numerical field, redundancy of 
the key item) that is not supported by the input field. 
c) Erroneous data test - to test the performance of the system and 
error handling while erroneous data were input. 
7.3 Unit Testing 
Unit testing focuses on verification effort on the smallest unit of software design - 
software component or module. Using the component-level design description as a 
guide, important control paths are tested to uncover errors within the boundary of the 
module. The relative complexity of tests and uncover· errors is limited by the 
constrained scope established for unit testing. The unit te t is white-box oriented, and 
the step can be conducted in parallel for multiple components [Pressman, 2000]. 
There are three types of unit testing used to test this system: 
a) Ad Hoc - Ad hoc testing or ad lib testing means that the system 
developer simply play with the functioning unit, trying whatever 
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comes to mind, in attempt to make it fail. One shortcoming of ad hoc 
testing is that while the developer usually fined an errors, the 
developer can never be sure what was or was not tested. Nevertheless 
ad hoc testing was fast and efficient way of debugging code errors 
during early development stage. 
b) White Box Testing - White box testing basically involve looking at 
structure of the code. It focuses on the idea of coverage. The main 
objective would be to check the missing function. The system 
developer performed branch coverage or node testing for those 
lF ... ELSE ... THEN statements where each branch I decision is tested 
at least once. And, compound condition coverage for multiple 
condition statements and example of such would be the time 
checking statements in OCT. 
c) Black Box Testing - Black box te ting focuses on the functionality 
of the code. The main objective is to uncover those wrong functions 
programmed correctly by feeding input to the black box and take 
notes on what output is produced. 
During black box testing, the developer use equivalence class 
partitioning in order to runs one test for each class of input the 
module and then run an additional test using invalid data to make 
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sure the routines working correctly. This test was done on the system 
user input forms. 
The developer also add a boundary value analysis on those user input 
forms, since many error tend to occur on the boundaries of 
equivalence classes. The test includes test scenarios where the value 
sets is inside or an outside boundaries. 
Here is the summary of units that were independently unit-tested: 
a) Opening and closing connection to the database 
b) Insertion of new data into database 
c) Updating or modifying of existing data in the database 
d) Retrieving data from the database 
e) Validation of user input before entering the whole system 
f) Validation of user before entering certain mode 
g) Deleting data from the database 
7.4 Integrating Testing 
After the unit test has been done, the modules are integrated into a working system. For 
this system, incremental approach was used. In the incremental approach, the units are 
added one by one to the test of integrated units. 
During the integration testing, two or more units in which either unit that use 
output data from or provide input data for another unit were tested in collection. These 
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units have related characteristics to perform a common goal or function such as delete 
function and displaying result. 
Multiple values of test data were entered through the interface provided to 
ensure that the values along the interface are correct and that the specific calls in the 
calling modules are in the right sequence and of the right type and the values were 
inserted correctly into the database. 
7.5 Acceptance Testing 
Acceptance testing, or sometimes called as alpha testing is the final stage 
of testing whereby the system is tested before being accepted by the user for operational 
use. Acceptance testing reveals errors and omissions in the system requirements 
definition because the acceptance testing involves testing from the user. During the 
acceptance testing, the functionality of the system is demon trated to the user and the 
users may experience the systems handle on. This test was performed and the functions 
behaved· according to the requirements. This accuracy of data retrieval was high, 
effective navigation between screens and the speed or data retrieval was acceptable. 
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Chapter 8 
System Evaluation 
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8.1: Introduction 
In this chapter, the system evaluation will be discussed. There were many 
techniques that used to evaluate the final system. In this chapter, system's features and 
strengths, system's limitation and constraints and lastly the future enhancement will be 
described. 
8.2: System Strength 
Followings are the features and strengths that can be found in the Women Community 
Portal 
~ Web enabled 
The system was based on the web technology. It was using the client server 
approach that allowed processing load to be shared between the client and the 
server, thus reducing the burden on the server and allow it to provide better 
service. 
~ Simplicity of user interface 
The graphic interface design of the system was designed to let the users feel 
comfortable and easy-to-use. The templates design used in the system will 
provide consistency look Thus, the users should find it easy to use and it can be 
classified as a friendly user system. 
~ Scalability 
Hardware and applications could be easily added to the existing system without 
influence the existing applications. This was because the system was not 
hardware-dependent. 
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• Flexibility Search Method 
The search function allows the user to easy find the data in the database which just 
entering the keyword on the search function and related criteria will be displayed 
for user to view. 
'.);;>- Security 
Only valid administrators can gain access to the administrator parts and they are the 
only people who will have the power to terminate inactive registered member. 
Therefore, this case will prevent invalid user from gaining access to the database to 
view and change the content. 
8.3 System Limitation 
Below are some of the identified limitations on the Women Community Portal 
a) The administrator can see user s password that store in the database. 
b) No change password and forgot password function. The user has to email the 
administrator to get their password. 
c) Members can delete their account. Once they delete, they have to reregister as the 
new member. 
8.4 Problem & Solutions 
a) I always face the problem about the configuration of Xampp and Macromedia 
where it keeps on hanging when the process of developing th~ system is in 
going that requires us to restart the computer. 
b) I have no experience in using the PHP language and MySQL. So l had difficulty 
at first and took time to understand the PHP. Even though l had u ed the 
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Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 1004 before this. For my thesis, more effort had 
to put, for me to become knowledgeable about the macromedia Dreamweaver. 
c) Time constraint. The time for finish the WXES3182 is not enough. Because l 
was still new with the language and the other software, so it took time for me to 
explore it. 
d) It is very difficult to develop and implement the system when the requirement 
changes very frequently. Sometimes it is easy to change the requirement, 
however, the coding need to be changed a lot in order to follow the new 
requirement. 
e) The sharing problem of computer on the thesis lab because most of the 
computer users are using the different tools. So, there are some irresponsible 
people who delete and uninstalled the software that we used. 1 need to set up a 
new database frequently becau e it has been deleted by others. 
8.5 Further enhancement 
a) The users can change their password and can retrieve their password if they 
forget their password 
b) More interactive portal with the updated information. 
c) The interesting forum. 
8. 7 Conclusion 
As a conclusion, at this moment, I am satisfied with my portal because it has 
achieved the goals and objectives. However, it still can be improved in the future. This 
project has given me a lot of knowledge that is useful for my future life. It teaches me 
how to use time, how to arrange time to the system. Besides, it also teaches me that 
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with the brainstorming, discussion and change opinions with supervisor and friends I 
can develop an interesting website. 
After all, during the process of building up the Women Community Portal, 1 
learn many things in my life. Patient and be strong are very important in doing 
something. 
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User Manual 
The user manual is for giving information to new user who does know 
how to use the system. The manual is fulJ with the explanation how to explore the 
portal. Each of the explanation will have the figure also in order the user to be more 
understand. 
Search ._ __, Go 
Usern me L------' 
Passw rdl----..,..---' Login 
Health• New User?~ 
f fUlfl Welcome to lNI ~ n.u portal W1ll bnoa you tbr""llh. omuioajo .. ncy 
At dMl now user you "" 10 Sitt 10 get U\Oft pnwo Cl Hop duir you Wiii 
enjoy 1111{uig thi1 portal 
Which one do you prt!u 1 do 
first Women J\l<lil will be 
con1b1uted soon lhi1 yor 
I f'l\ 
Figure t: the home page of the Women ommunity Portal 
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For the member, he or she can log in his/ her user name. For example: 
Go 
omc Useruame ~L~_d_zoh _, 
Search ...._ _, 
Password ...._ _, 
Hellhh • New User?~ 
Welcome to tlus portal This port.! will bring you through a amanng iourney 
AJ the new user you coo register to get more pnvikgcs. Hope that you will 
cnioy surfing this pon:al 
:Late1t Newt ' . ;,_ .. ~ .. :~··Ll·::.'-' 
Which one do you prefer to do 
Slay at home 
Fnt Women judge will be 
conS1ltuted soon tlu year 
Sleeping 
Sboppcog 
Figure 2: User login 
-t· Health• 
'n&:n 
•"lllY<'ll ti" Uj!111111mw1111 
r11vJ011 I 
Fnt Wotttnplgc will be 
coonautcd soon th• year 
Figure 3: User's account 
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When click to My Account , user can view and edit the profile. 
View And Chonge Prcfile 
Figure 4: Page My Account And User can view profile 
welcome &,,dmh 
UscllQ!ne 
F •.tn. ha\ u_u . ""' ll t m 
Ja1;1n Pll)·uh, T~uu.11 Tui R h.U1. 
McW<.A 
ll ·~I ele 
Figure 5: User view profile 
When user click on the view and change profile, the user information is showed 
up. Then user can choose whether he or she want to update and delete his or her 
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information. When the users update their informatin. The system will automatically 
update the information and direct the user to the main page. 
Update iufonnatiou 
You can updnte your 1nform•tion herd 
U sernsme floidlllb 
Figure 6: Update User's profile 
If the users want to delete their account the warning will show up and the user 
have to click yes or no because once delete there is no way to retrieve back the 
information 
Dtl•tma Atto1111t 
Art. u S\Jr'e u wlt\l to dckcc ut at unt 
Thci c Is no wa;-s of rctrn'11 "'*' at ol.01! 1 e 
delcccd. 
Ye No 
Figure 7: Delete user's account 
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Figure 8: Logout 
When the user click to logout the system will direct the users to the main page. 
Despite of that user can log in by put the cursor at the login and the popup menu will 
show up. So user can choose to login as the member if he or she is registered member 
or new user. 
I llWdJ.__ _ 
F rwn 
W lc-i1ie Ic llli1 p~11.'1. ·nu pllllal Wiil ba•l!I y~u ll IJlll• • 11.wi1111 11111 y 
Ju lhc new UJl'T · u ai1 tt let I<> I m I l'nYll•li I II llllll you wJI 
Allii th pllflal 
Which one do you p1 tier t do 
Stoy 111 h me 
Fnt Women iud.ile wUI be 
Figure 9: Login using the popup menu. 
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For the new user, they can register to be the member and get more 
privileges. The new user just have to fullfill the registered form. 
ome 
A vi1:y Uscmame 
Password 
Retypepanword 
Email 
Addn:ss 
Countty 
Gender 
Health• 
Figure I 0: The new user register to be a member 
t 
Uttn\kM W 1 uled 1bilflk. You Far '8)1U\ll 1JP 
Health• 
Figure I I: Succesfully registered 
As soon as the users succesfull registered the data been inserted into the 
database as hown in the figure below. 
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shakri gangse gangse shaqband@~ahoo.com Durian Tunggal, Melaka Malaysia Male 
Figure12: Data been inserted into database. 
For the information, the user just clicks on the hyperlink to get the information. 
For example, when user put the cursor on the Health, the popup menu show up and the 
selected topics are listed. For example when we click on the Breast Cancer, then the 
page about the information will show up. 
Usem&me [ -=:] 
l'auw~rd ._I _,) Lo91n 
NcwTJml 
Wrkomc I U~t I\ 11.~ "ll p 11"1 w111 l>lllJll y u It• ugt1 IW'llllll J Ul'l)cy 
AJ Ilic new um y u 111 i.11111 1 I gtl m r11"'1ege1 ll pc lb I you wilt 
fl\JOY 111fu1111h11 port 
1.i>yNb01t 
Figure 13: Popup menu of Breast .ancer 
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Breasr Canter 
Health• 
F nun 
Breast cancer happens ~ cells in the breast begin to ~ow out of control 
and can then invade nearby 11Ssuc1 or spread tbrouej>out the body. Large 
collections of this out of control tissue are called tumors. Hewever, some 
tumors are not re.Uy cancer because they cannot spread or threaten 
someone's life. These are caDed benign tumors. The tumors tbal can spread 
throuej>out the body or invade nearby bssues are coasidered cancer and are 
called mahgnonr tumors. ThcorellcaDy, any of the types of tmue 111 the 
breast can form a cancer. but USllal1y tt comes from citbcr lhc ducts or the 
gjands. Because tt may take mon!hJ to yem for a tumor to get large enouejl 
to feel in the breast, wt screen for tumors With Q:Wlllnogranu. wluch can 
somcbmes sec di.se1Ue befoic we can Ct I it 
Figure 14: Article about the breast cancer. 
Furthermore, the portal provide the user with the current W1d latest 
activities happens especially in Malaysia. 
I~ 
AcbYllY 
World W0t~n Day 
Figure 15: The Activity's page 
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The OtherLinks is about the links that related with women community Portal. 
Hullh• 
TM Llalta 
I K•m•ntman P•mbanit1111on W aruta, R<luru-ga \i!m Mosyaralt t, Mruav1M 
• ~~u:J!!!J:!Wll..=!.!:!!.!.~~~~ • 
Figure 16: The Other Links 
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Websites 
I. htlp"// vw '" php net my 
2. http 'lv.v; '' uucromcdi« com 
htlp , I\\''\\ pl~t net sourcccodc com 
4. http,,''"''' kP"' km gl''' mv 
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